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Commentaires sur 

RiC-CM 0.2 

Date : 07/02/2022 Auteurs1 : Service interministériel des Archives de France (for the French archivists community) 

 

 

Ne pas 

remplir 

cette 

colonne 

Référence2 Type de commentaire3 Commentaires Proposition de changement Ne pas 

remplir cette 

colonne 

  General In many cases, RiC-CM offers lattitude to 

archivists to describe documents. This 

flexibility is useful to manage the 

migration of existing descriptions. 

Nevertheless, it introduces « blur zones » 

that will encourage divergent descriptive 

practices, leading to a loss of 

interoperability. 

 

Could you : 

 

Strenghten the model to canalize description’s 

canon patterns and prevent dispersion ? Our 

target should be : one needs to refer to a single 

way of describing. 

 

Offer some manners or attributes dedicated to 

« migrating » existing description, especially to 

cope with their current poor quality ? 

 

Publish (as soon as possible) a « do and don’t » 

guide for describers, in order to define and 

promote an unified « best » practices for the 

entire community ? This guide would be a 

great asset to comment, feed and strenghten 

the model… by integrating practical feedback 

to the theorical present approach. 

 

 

  General We feel sorry that « users » aren’t part of 

the model. 

 

A user can be : 

 Producers 

Can we offer personae and roles ? 

 

For instance, archival descriptions are often 

written by several-hands, from producers to all 

archivists involved in the processes. 

 

                                                           
1 Donnez le nom de l’organisme pour lequel vous formulez les commentaires, ou votre (vos) nom(s) propre(s) si vous agissez en tant qu’individu(s). 
2 Donnez la référence de l’entité, de l’attribut ou de la relation RiC-CM 0.2 au sujet duquel vous formulez un commentaire. Merci d’utiliser les identifiants assignés à ces composants dans RiC-CM, par exemple “RiC-E01” pour l’entité "Thing" ; ou 

bien, si votre commentaire concerne l’introduction, une illustration, une annexe, donnez l’identifiant de la section et le numéro de page (tel que trouvé au bas de la page du document PDF) ; par exemple : “section 1.6.2.2 page 11”; “figure 6 page 

118”. Vous ne devriez saisir qu’une référence dans cette cellule, sauf si votre commentaire s’applique à un groupe d’entités, d’attributs, de relations ou d’illustrations ; dans ce cas, utilisez le caractère‘|’ pour séparer les références, par exemple 

“RiC-E02 | RiC E-03”. 
3 Utilisez l’un des mots-clés suivants : editorial (pour un commentaire sur une coquille ou sur un problème de présentation); content (pour un commentaire sur le contenu du document, lorsque vous n’êtes pas d’accord avec un paragraphe ou la 

spécification d’un composant, ou lorsque vous voulez simplement suggérer des changements ou additions) ; general (pour signaler un problème qui concerne une section entière du document ou le document entier). 
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 Archivists 

 Public users / Customers 

 Contributors of a crowd-

sourced project 

 Reuser of open-data contents 

(data or metadata) 

 Genealogist/Reseacher/Studen

t/Etc. 

 Etc. 

 

Among « archivists » personnas : 

 Collecting 

 Managing 

 Access 

 Repair 

 Control / Document 

 Etc. 

 

 

 

For historical archives set, several generations 

of archivists document the corpus. Sometimes, 

a contemporary archivist inherits descriptions 

that need to be transformed or cleaned. 

 

Personas distinguish may be used for 

descriptions (metadata) and for documents 

(digital born, digitized or « paper » / analogic). 

 

Some metadata are created by the original 

document’s producer and preserved when 

archiving. But other metadata are created –in a 

long time perspective- by archivists. For 

examples, archivists may re-document archives 

by adding a manual or descriptive note 

appended to archival set (dictionary, historical 

events, etc.). 

  General Can we use « no-RiC » external 

repositories ?  

 

If so, how to link values to it ? 

 

For examples : 

 FNE 

 DicoTopo 

 BAN 

 Geonames 

 COG 

 Thesaurus W 

 

In extension, can we replace « Agent 

entity (RiC-E07) » and « Place entity (RiC-

E22) » by calls/link to externals 

repositories ? Or, before that, must we 

import all external repositories values 

into RiC local model to exclusively stay in 

« RiC-CM universe » ? 
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  General How to index in RiC (1/3) ? 

Generic needs 

 

Geographical indexing using Place entity 

(RiC-E22) ? 

 

Agent indexing using Agent entity (RiC-

E07) ? 

 

Thematic indexing using which entity ? 

(Thesaurus W) 

 

 

Observing RiC-O, we may understand 

« thematic indexing » takes place within Thing 

entity. Could you confirm this point ?  

 

We suggest to create a new entity « Theme » 

specialized for thematic indexing. 

 

« Thing » should not be a « catch-all » entity 

used to reply several use-cases. 

 

  General How to index in RiC (2/3) ? 

Specific needs 

 

How to plug a brand new indexing 

repository for specific needs ?  

 

For example indexing « Covid Crisis », 

« WW2 » or « Terrorist trials ». 

 

Plug / Link to external / specific repository 

 

Define repository’s type (geogname, 

persname, topic, etc.). 

 

  General How to index in RiC (3/3) ? 

Free indexing (not controled) 

 

Such as SEDA does, we may create a 

« tag » attribute for indexing freely, 

without relying on controled values. 

  

 2.2 Description of Entities 

(p.19) 

Content We may need an « audience » criteria to 

express description’s communicability 

and diffusability, such as EAD does. 

Perimeter = Applying to entity or singles 

entity’s attribute. 

 

Audience « EXTERNAL » : communicability on 

intranet OK 

Audience « INTERNAL » : information for 

archivists only 

 

And, by extension : Audience « NULL » : 

diffusability on the web OK 
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 2.2 Description of Entities 

(p.19) 

Content Model legacy : Children inherits with all 

parent’s structure (whole attributes). But 

it doesn’t mean that children express the 

same values for these attributes (for 

example « language »). 

 

Let’s now focus on « attribute’s value 

legacy ». In a graph model, one entity 

may have several parents. Thus, it 

inherits attributes from all of them. 

 

How can we predict children values, 

observing parents’ ones ? 

 

How can we prevent inheritance 

conflicts, from cascading from a single 

branch of genealogical tree, or several 

branches (more than one parent) ? 

 

It relates to entity integrity. 

 

Can we define a « default » behaviour 

and a mecanism to force an alternative 

one ? 

 

So, attribute value may be expressed on 

top-level and cascading to children… until 

broken or extended by local declaration. 

 

Observing needs from EAD and EAC we 

can write precise use cases to define 

wich rule applies to each attribute (title, 

language, etc.). 

 

We may define generic rules to state 

inheritance use cases (decision tree / 

algorithm). 

 

All theses rules are exclusive (conflicting)… but 

we may define a speficic mechanism for each 

attribute. 

 

 

Can we assume « empty value » for one 

attribute is equal to « none » ? (default value) 

 

Can we assume « empty value » for one 

attribute is equal to « inherit from its closest 

parent that express this attribute » ? 

 

Can we assume « value expressed for an 

attribute » by bottom-level entity replace same 

attribute value expressed by one of these 

parents ? (crushing) 

 

Can we assume « value expressed for an 

attribute » by bottom-level entity is added to 

same attribute value expressed by one of these 

parents ? (concatenation) 

 

Can we explicitely « prevent » inheritance for 

one entity (with boolean field, for instance) ? 

 

… 

Priority examples for populating value 

(inheritance automated management) : 

 Local is prior to global 

 Global is prior to local 

 Empty is prior to global 

 Global is prior to empty 

 Etc. 

 

… 
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Trigger examples : 

 

 « If attribute is empty then do… » 

 « If same attribute filled for one 

parent…» 

 

…. 

Rule examples : 

 Add inherited value to local value 

(sedimentation) 

 Replace inherited value by local value 

(crush) 

 If SAME value for SAME attribute… 

 If DIFFERENT value for SAME 

attribute 

 Etc. 

 

… 

These rules suppose that attributes are defined 

as « single valued » (unique) or « multi-

valued » (repeatable). 

 

 

 

 Thing (RiC-E01) Content RiC-E01 is invoked by two different use 

cases : 

 

 As a super-class, englobing all 

the others 

 As a replacement entity, when 

realworld object isn’t a 

component of the model 

(animal, planet, etc.). 

 

This dual nature brings an ambiguity for 

users and readers. It would be cleaner to 

specialize each use cases within a specific 

entity. 

We suggest to create a new entity dedicated to 

the second use case, embedding « realworld 

object » that doesn’t fit the model. 

 

This one may be related to controled-values to 

categorize objets (animals / era / feeling / 

objects made by human such as roads, 

paintings / etc.).  
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 RiC-E02 Record Resource Content p.20 : " Record set and record differ from 

one another in fundamental ways, and 

the ways in which they differ lead to 

differences in the way each is described. 

The origins of record sets and individual 

records within the set differ, in particular 

the agents related to the creation of 

each; and the activities and purposes 

associated with each agent. Further, the 

activities associated with each may be 

and commonly are separated from one 

another in time. The most prominent 

difference in the description is that the 

identity of the record is directly derived 

from the record itself, and the identity of 

the record set is dependent on and 

derived from the members of the set. 

Though some of the description of the 

set will describe the set as such, much of 

the description provides an overview or 

summary of the records contained in it." 

Could you bring clarification to distinguish 

theses three entities ? For instance, analogies 

and a set of examples from present models 

would be appreciated. 

 

« Record » seems to be an « item » (one 

unique document archivied), an « unitary 

descriptive level » (in french : « la pièce »). 

 

« RecordPart » may be a constitutive 

component of the document : a page, digitized 

view, signature, e-mail, atttachement. It 

doesn’t carry any significant meaning 

« outside » the « Record » related to. 

 

« RecordSet » may be a « fonds », 

« collection », « serie »… or a « folder / 

container »gathering single documents 

(Records) and/or other « RecordSet », just like 

a tree-folder in Windows. 

 

It this rendering correct ? Could you detail to 

disambiguish the specification ? Or could a 

« Record » be a folder and a « Record part » a 

document in this folder, as for instance, 

today’s pratice of description is mainly at the 

folder’s level in France. 

 

 RiC-E02 Record Resource Content p.22 "Information grouped for some 

purpose, for example, ZIP or TAR "file 

compression" for saving storage space, 

presents a further challenge. One file 

comprises multiple bitstreams subjected 

to techniques that remove bits that can 

be losslessly recovered when 

decompressed. Under what 

circumstances is such a compressed 

bitstream a record or a record set ?" 

Vitam doesn’t allow archives to be processed 

(admission into IT repository) when embeded 

in ZIP or such compressed container. 

 

Digital-born bocuments must be performed as 

single files to be archived. 

 

Nevertheless, this paragraph may applie to 

email boxes or databases. 
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 RiC-E05 Record Part 

 

Content p.25 "A record part may itself have 

record parts." 

We may define more precisely the following 

notions :  

 

 The whole and its parts 

 Recursion 

 Depth 

 Legacy 

 Etc. 

 

 

 3.4 Record Resource, Record 

Set, Record, and Record Part 

Attributes 

Content The inheritance from one level to the 

lower ones is not guaranteed 

  

 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content p.25 "A record set may have an 

instantiation, which is to say that it is not 

a necessary condition." 

 

This is not clear…because previous pages 

of the document explain that 

« instantiation » is limited to « Record » 

and « Record part ».  

 

Does it also apply to « Record set » ? 

 

Could you clarify specification ?  

 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content How to establish a relation between one 

document and several digitized images, 

each one representing an unique 

view/page of physical document ? 

 

For example digitized views of a register 

(mutipages document). 

 

Can we choose to target whole 

document or specific view/page ? 

 

In addition, which integration is planned 

with ARK ? 
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 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content Digitized archives (paper, analogic audio-

visual, photography) are expressed in a 

binary format (WAV, MPEG2, TIFF, PDF, 

etc.). Theses formats should be 

documented by PRONOM repository (or 

such). 

 

This suggestion may be extended to born 

digital archives. 

https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/pronom/ 

 

 

 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content This entity could be deeply reconfigured 

to approach SEDA model.  

 

 

RiC-E06 should be inspired by « Data Object 

Package », which contains two sub-categories : 

"Binary Data Object" and "Physical Data 

Object". 

 

Inside "Binary Data Object" group, each file is 

defined by its use and position : 

BinaryMaster1, BinaryMaster2, 

Dissemination15, Thumbnail8, etc. 

 

Thus, we identify « high value » binaries 

(Masters) and can focus on theses files for 

preservation operations (migrations, restore, 

etc.). 

 

It would be usefull to document that BinaryA is 

a « master » of BinaryB, which can be deleted 

in long-term approach. 

 

 

 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content Could we « increase » archival 

descriptions with crowd-sourced 

informations ? 

 Amateur digitized document 

 Annotations 

 Collaborative indexing 

 Collaborative transcription 

 OCR / HTR 

 Etc. 

In addition, which integration is planned 

with IIIF ? 

  

https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/pronom/
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 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instance_(

computer_science) 

 

« In a non-programming context, you 

could think of "dog" as a type and your 

particular dog as an instance of that 

class. » 

 

« Instanciation » concept seems to be 

used unproperly regarding to its 

definition in computer science. 

 

According to canonical definition, 

ektachrome objet and paper-printed 

edition can’t be both « instances » of the 

same class (Record) because their own 

properties are divergent. 

 

If medium or model changes then the 

class is different and objects are two 

instances of separate classes, linked by a 

reference to conceptual object. 

 

« Renault 18 » and « Twingo » are two 

different classes, inherited by upper-class 

« cars ». But if you buy one instance of a 

Twingo, its differs a lot from possessing a 

Renault 18. 

 

Two « instances » of a « class » share it 

mode/specification. They may differ from 

it in values of their attributes… but 

modeling is unique. By the way, 

Ektachrome and digitized view bring 

same « informations » imbeded in the 

source document but don’t share the 

same specifications (dimension, 

technique, material, etc.). They can be 

modelized as two realworld objects 

May we rename RiC-E06 to « artefact », 

« object », « copy », « manifestation », etc. ? 

 

Libelling « Data Object Package » to approach 

SEDA definition would be usefull… 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instance_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instance_(computer_science)
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refering to the same conceptual object… 

but not as instances of the same 

conceptual class. 

 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content Does « Reference / Shelfmark » can only 

be expressed within RiC-E06 ? 

 

More precisely, we wonder if we 

necessarily need to invoque RiC-E06 in 

descriptions to benefit from information 

required for accessing documents ? 

 

Reference / Shelfmark is used by ; 

 By archivists to store document 

in repository 

 By public users to access 

document (request in the 

reading room) 

 

Moreover, can we define a type for 

Reference / Shelfmark ? In French 

National archives, several types of 

« cotes » are used to manage articles 

(« gestion, grouped, verification, etc. »), 

In other institutions, there are old 

reference/new reference. 

  

If RiC-A22 is used to perform « Reference 

/ Shelfmark », we may create a « type » 

for this attribute. 

 

Furthermore, it covers 2 area : 

 Global Persistent Identifiers 

 Local identifiers 

 

So, multi-type may be usefull… 

 

Could you bring some informations about 

« Reference / Shelfmark » modeling ? 

 

Create a « type » to distinguish each use case 

refering to documents’ identification.  
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 RiC-E06 Instantiation Content p.21 : " A record or record part does not 

exist until it is represented in at least one 

instantiation, that is, its information 

content is inscribed on a carrier in a 

persistent, recoverable form. " 

p.24 "A record must have or have had at 

least one instantiation. A record may 

have more than one instantiation." 

Does it mean that archivists MUST create an 

instanciation for EACH record or a record 

part to be described ? 

 

 

 RiC-E018 Date Content Why are dates designed as « entity » 

rather than « attribute » ? 

 

Indeed, a « date » is meaningless by 

itself. It only takes its meaning in a 

specific context related to an agent, a 

document, a rule, an event, a place or a 

relation between two concepts. 

 

This choice may be confusing because it 

blurs borders between entity and 

attribute. 

 

Furthermore, if we add « archival 

communicabilty rules » to the model, 

we’ll need to call dates in a wider use 

than today.  

 

When describing archives, we mention 

plenty of dates, which are « not 

reusable » (one shot). For exemple : 

01/12/1847. 

 

If Date is an entity, it means for 

catalogers to create billions of date 

entities to implement each unique date. 

It may be a loss of meaning and a lack of 

IT performance. 

 

Maybe adapt RiC-CM to design dates as 

attributes rather than entities ? 
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If date is mentionned as an historical 

period (ex : French Revolutionary 

Calendar), it would rather be 

implemented as a controlled value 

expressed in a dedicated repository. 

 

 RiC-E018 Date Content RiC-A13 (Date qualifier) is a not 

repeatable attribute of RiC-E018 (Date). 

 

In the case of repeating dates for one 

record, we must be able to distinguish 

« use cases » refering to each 

occurrence. 

 

For instance, expressing date in French 

Revolution Calendar AND expressing the 

SAME date according to ISO-8601. 

 

Dates may be typed, in order to automate IT 

processes and disambiguate human 

understanding. 

 

For instance : 

 Type = human readable (History 

related) 

 Type = computing needs (interval, 

term, embargo, etc.) 

 Etc. 

 

 

 RiC-E018 Date Content What is the difference between using a 

Start Date with an End Date or a Date 

Range (cf Example in RiC –E20 : 

« 4/3/1883-15/12/1883 ») ? Which will 

be more efficient to express « extreme 

dates » ? 

Accuracy needs  

 RiC-E18 Date Content The example « 3 Henry VIII » is not a date The example can be removed  

 RiC-E020 Date Range Content In an ontological understanding « Date 

range » is a couple of dates linked by a 

temporal relation (begining => end). 

 

According to an IT point of view, 

algorithm would easily handle several 

« date data-type » objects rather than 

single « mixed data-type » one.  

 

Maybe replace RiC-E020 by (2*RiC-E018 + 

temporal relation). 
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Arithmetic operations would be easier in 

a pure « date » format, without 

alphanumerical string to truncate or 

manage before computation. 

 RiC-E021 Date Set Content See previous comment about RiC-E020. Maybe replace RiC-E021 by (n*RiC-E018). 

 

 

 RiC-E022 Place Content The model lacks of relations to express 

historical links between places. Relations 

« before » and « after » as in TNChange 

would be easier to express geohistorical 

links between places.  

Permit interoperability with ontologies such as 

TNChange or LinkedPlaces 

 

 3.4 Record Resource, Record 

Set, Record, and Record Part 

Attributes (p.40) 

Content p.40 : "The RiC-CM distinction between 

record set and record is based on the 

broad observation that treating record 

sets and individual records as essentially 

the same leads to ambiguity and 

imprecision in the description.  

 

For example, an attribute, such as 

language or documentary form type, 

when associated with a record set, is not 

an attribute of the record set, as such, 

but rather a description of all or some of 

the individual records that are members 

of the set.  

 

A record set, as such, does not have a 

language or a documentary form type." 

 

p.41 : « EGAD, in order to keep RiC-CM as 

concise as possible, has chosen not to 

differentiate these attributes. » 

 

This is not clear. Could you give some use cases 

and bring some limits to mecanism ? 

 

This mecanisms refers to : 

 Reverse-legacy (bottom to top) 

 Aggregations / Facetting 

 

For instance : 

When [SOME (or ?) ALL] documents carry an 

information (ex : language = danish), does the 

« set » is associated with this value ? 

 

 

How applications and humans would « read » 

this mecanism, without ambiguity ? 

 

http://lig-tdcge.imag.fr/tsnchange/index.html#anchor-829930980
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 3.6 Description of Attributes 

(p.42) 

Content Some attributes should be populated by 

controlled values for better 

interoperability and standardization. 

 

To ensure legacy with current 

descriptions, we may migrate « full-text » 

EAD fields in brand new dedicated 

attributes. 

RiC-A01 (Accrual) 

RiC-A14 (Date Standard) 

RiC-A23 (Instantiation Extent) 

RiC-A31 (Physical Characteristics) 

RiC-A33 (Production Technique) 

RiC-A35 (Record Resource Extent) 

 

+ Define a small repository for each controlled 

values 

 

 RiC-A04 Carrier Extent | RiC-

A23 Instantiation Extent | 

RiC-A35 Record Resource 

Extent | RiC-A08 Conditions 

of use | RiC-A09 Conditions 

of use 

Content These attributes are declared as 

« extensible » and « Model-based text; 

free text ». 

Accuracy gain for descriptions, according 

to present model (EAD) is arguable. 

Interoperability and normalization are to 

poor in such modelization. 

We should collectively define a sub-modeling 

for each category of documents and 

containers. 

 

It brings a set of new repositories, in which 

theses attributes would extract controlled 

values. 

 

 

 

 RiC-A04 Carrier Extent | RiC-

A23 Instantiation Extent | 

RiC-A35 Record Resource 

Extent 

Content To ensure better usability (automation), 

« extent » should be modelized as a 

structured metadata. 

 

A « data table » can express unlimited 

series of coupled values (measure + 

unity).  

 

Thus, machines would be able to 

automatize arithmetic operations (sum, 

max, min, medium, stats, etc.).  

 

It’s usefull for description and 

management activity. 

 

« value » would be a numerical value 

(digit) 

« unity » would be populated from 

controlled-values repository. 

Extent 

[ 

{Value : 2 

unity : word 

}, 

{ 

Value : 6 

unity : picture 

}, 

{ 

Value : 12 

unity : linear meter 

} 

] 
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 RiC-A15 Demographic group Content For better interoperability and 

standardization needs, we must prevent 

from divergent implementations for 

expandable sections of RiC-CM. 

 

For instance, RiC-A15 needs to be 

« extended » BEFORE using it.  

 

So, could RiC-CM brings some facilities to 

connect other ontologies dedicated to 

human description ? 

 

Interoperability with FOAF ontology, FNE (and 

so on), to let archivists choose which model is 

called for expanding RiC-CM. 

 

Please, bring a more precise definition of 

« extending » the model. 

 

 RiC-A18 Content For the entity « Event » it seems 

interesting to create two types : an 

archival or professional event (e.g. 

conservation, water or fire damage) or 

an event with external positive or 

negative cause (e.g. earthquake, 

revolution…) 

  

 4.2 Attributes of Record 

Resource (p. 63) 

Content We need a new attribute linking with 

« archival functionnal domain » 

repository’s 

Functionnal domain = FD_0001 (justice 

identifier) 

Functionnal domain = FD_0002 (culture 

identifier) 

Etc. 

 

 4.2 Attributes of Record 

Resource (p. 63) 

Content We need a new structured block 

embeding the whole « attributes 

sequence » regarding to archive’s 

communicability… such as SEDA’s « 

management » tag. 

 

Each value should be populated by rules 

of « archive’s communicability repository 

» : 

http://data.culture.fr/thesaurus/page/ar

k:/67717/98b3feb3-744b-4ba3-8381-

18ca4a555a4c 

 

Furthermore, it would express « Need 

Authorization » restriction as SEDA does, 

<Management> 

          <StorageRule> 

            <Rule>DUC-0001</Rule> 

            <StartDate>2022-01-01</StartDate> 

            <FinalAction/> 

          </StorageRule> 

          <AppraisalRule> 

            <Rule>DUA-0005</Rule> 

            <StartDate>2022-01-11</StartDate> 

            <FinalAction/> 

          </AppraisalRule> 

          <AccessRule> 

            <Rule>ACC-0015</Rule> 

            <StartDate>2022-01-30</StartDate> 

          </AccessRule> 
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to identify « exemption use case » 

(derogation). 

 

Thus, RiC-A08 (Conditions of Access) and 

RiC-A09 (Conditions of Use) may be only 

used for migrating EAD textual fields « 

userrestrict » et « accessrestrict ». 

 

 

For better understanding, « Archival 

management rules » may not be 

incorporated in « Rule entity » because it 

relates to archivistic activity and not 

producer primary context. 

 

In extension, digitized archives, 

modelized by « instanciation entity » 

should be tagged with management rules 

: diffusability / communicability / reuse / 

… 

          <ReuseRule> 

            <Rule>REU-0007</Rule> 

            <StartDate>2022-01-28</StartDate> 

          </ReuseRule> 

          <ClassificationRule> 

            <Rule>CLA-0128</Rule> 

            <StartDate>2022-01-31</StartDate> 

            <ClassificationLevel/> 

          </ClassificationRule> 

(…)  

</Management> 

 4.6 Attributes of Rule Content There is no attribute to describe the type 

of rule 

We suggest to add a « RuleType » attribute  

 RiC-A33 Production 

Technique 

Content « Not repeatable » 

Do not cover mixted-technique 

document (ex : text + drawing) 

 

« Free text » do not perform 

interoperability and normalization 

Should be « repeatable » for multi-valued 

descriptions. 

 

Should be « controled value » based 

 

 RiC-A22 

RiC-A23 

RiC-A33 

RiC-A35 

RiC-A37 

Etc. 

Content A lot of attributes are defined as 

« Extensible ». That means we must 

specify them BEFORE performing 

advanced uses. 

Risk of divergent approach and loss of 

interoperability. 

To reduce « blur », we may collectively define 

precise modeling for these attributes, inside 

the model… and code-list refering to controled 

values. 
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 5.4 Description of Relations 

(p.80) 

Content Relations are organized in poly-

hierarchical structure (graph). It means 

that one relation may inherit from 

several parents. 

 

Preceding comment about legacy may 

also apply to relations. 

See previous comment (inheritance 

management for preserving model integrity). 

 

 5.4 Description of Relations 

(p.80) 

Content Some relations are not oriented 

(reversible) : « entity1 IS SISTER OF 

entity2 ». 

 

Some relations are oriented (not 

reversible) : « entity1 IS MOTHER OF 

entity2 ». These ones are mirrored by 

inverse relation to express symetric link : 

« entity1 IS DAUGHTER OF entity2 ». 

 

This second case (oriented relations) may 

introduce unnecessary complexity to the 

model. Why don’t we assume that 

relations can be always expressed from 

same direction : top-to-bottom or 

bottom-to-top ? 

 

Present situation implies that two 

archivists may describe the same 

document with opposite points of view. 

Furthermore, within one « fonds », some 

relations will be expressed in mixed 

ways…  

 

At a global level, it would be very difficult 

to ensure a coherent and maintainable 

view of all descriptions. 

 

And applications may experience some 

difficulties to manage such a variety of 

cases, needing to check for every 

Reducing / Refactoring rules… by assuming one 

unique direction for each rule. 
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entity/relation if a symetric relation is 

defined elsewhere in the corpus… 

 

 

Merci de bien vouloir respecter les règles suivantes lorsque vous complétez ce tableau : 

- Utiliser l’anglais uniquement pour soumettre les commentaires, afin que le groupe EGAD puisse en tirer le meilleur parti. 

- Vos commentaires doivent être précis et accompagnés de propositions, quelles qu’elles soient, et non consister uniquement en appréciations générales sue une section ou une phrase, qui ne pourraient pas 

être prises en compte. 

- Les informations saisies ici sont reprises dans l’outil en texte brut, la mise en forme du texte n’est donc pas conservée. Veuillez ne pas appliquer de gras, souligné, barré ou couleur de texte. 

- Le nombre de lignes de commentaires n’est pas limité, vous pouvez en ajouter autant que nécessaire. 

- Ne pas compléter les colonnes en grisé ; elles seront complétées lors du traitement des commentaires. 

- Ne pas modifier le tableau : pas d’ajout de colonne, pas de suppression de colonne, pas de saut de page. 

- Si vous souhaitez proposer une image, un diagramme ou un exemple long, joignez-le en fichier complémentaire uniquement. 
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